Abstract. Using rationality, like in language theory, we de ne a family of in nite graphs. This family is a strict extension of the context-free graphs of Muller and Schupp, the equational graphs of Courcelle and the pre x recognizable graphs of Caucal. We give basic properties, as well as an internal and an external characterization of these graphs. We also show that their traces form an AFL of recursive languages, containing the context-free languages.
Introduction
When dealing with computers, in nite graphs are natural objects. They emerge naturally in recursive program schemes or communicating automata, for example. Studying them as families of objects is comparatively recent: Muller and Schupp (in MS 85]) rst captured the structure of the graphs of pushdown automata, then Courcelle (in Co 90]) de ned the set of regular (equational) graphs. More recently Caucal introduced (in Ca 96]) a characterization of graphs in terms of inverse (rational) substitution from the complete binary tree.
Step by step, like Chomsky's languages family, a hierarchy of graph families is built: the graphs of pushdown automata, regular graphs and pre x-recognizable graphs.
To de ne in nite objects conveniently, we have to use nite systems. For in nite graphs, two kinds of nite systems are employed: internal systems or external systems. Roughly speaking an internal characterization is a machine producing the arcs of the graph. An external characterization yields the structure of the graph (usually \up to isomorphism"). There is, of course a relationship between internal and external characterization: for example the pushdown automata are an internal characterization of the connected regular graphs of nite degree whereas the deterministic graph grammars are an external system for the family of regular graphs.
The purpose of this article is to give both internal and external characterization of a wider family of graphs. Using words for vertices, rationality (like in language theory) will provide an internal characterization; it will also give basic results for this family: for example rational graphs will be recognized by transducers; a rational graph is a recursive set; determinism for rational graphs will be decidable. Then inverse substitution from the complete binary tree (like in Ca 96]) will be an external characterization of this family. Strangely this extension will prove to be a slight extension of the pre x-recognizable graphs: instead of taking the inverse image of the complete binary tree by a rational substitution we will consider the inverse image of the complete binary tree by a linear substitution (i.e., a substitution where the image of each letter is a linear language). Finally properties of the traces of these graphs will be investigated: we will show that the traces of these graphs form an abstract family of (recursive) languages containing the context-free languages.
Rational graphs
In this section we will de ne a new family of in nite graphs, namely the set of rational graphs. We will state some results for this family and give examples of rational graphs.
Partial semigroups
This paragraph introduces rationality for partial semigroups and uses this notion to give a natural introduction for rational graphs.
We start by recalling some standards notations: for any set E, its cardinal is denoted by jEj; its powerset is denoted by 2 E . Let the set of nonnegative integers be denoted by N. A semigroup S is a set equipped with an operation : S S ! S such that: for all u; v in S there exists w in S such that (u; v) = w denoted by u v = w and this operation is associative (i.e., 8u; v; w 2 S; (u v) w = u (v w).
Finally, a monoid M is a semigroup with a (unique) neutral element (denoted " along these lines) i.e., an element " 2 M such that for all element u in M u " = " u = u. Now, a partial semigroup is a set S equipped with : S S ! S, a partial operation, with D S S the domain of ; set D need not be S S. Moreover we impose this operation to be associative as follows: (u; v) 2 D^((u v); w) 2 D] , (v; w) 2 D^(u; (v w)) 2 D] and in that case, u (v w) = (u v) w.
Meaning that if multiplication is de ned on the one side, then it is de ned on the other side and both agree.
Notice that a partial semigroup S such that D is S S is a semigroup. Example 2.1. Given two semigroups (S 1 ; 1 ) and (S 2 ; 2 ) such that S 1 \ S 2 is empty. The union S = S 1 S 2 , with the partial operation de ned as 1 over the elements of S 1 and 2 over the element of S 2 , is a partial semigroup.
Taking a new element ? we complete any partial semigroup S into a semigroup S f?g by extending its operation as follows: a b = ? for all a; b 2 S f?g such that (a; b) 6 2 D.
Also the product S S 0 of two partial semigroups S and S 0 is a partial semigroup for operation de ned componentwise: In order to de ne the rational subsets of a partial semigroup, we have to extend its operation to its subsets:
A B := fa b j a 2 A^b 2 B g for every A; B S
The powerset 2 S of S, is a semigroup for so de ned. Now, a subset P of a partial semigroup S is a partial subsemigroup of S, if P is a partial semigroup for of S i.e., P P is a subset of P. For any subset P of a partial semigroup S, following subset P + = S n>1 P n (with P 1 = P and P n+1 = P n P for every n > 1) is the smallest (for inclusion) partial subsemigroup of S containing P. Set P + is called the partial semigroup generated by P. In particular (P + ) + = P + . Also, S is nitely generated if S = P + for some nite P. In order to generalize well known results for monoids in the case of partial semigroups, and as our purpose is to deal with graphs, we will set some notations and de nitions for graphs and automata.
Let P be a subset of S. A (simple oriented labelled) P-graph G over V with arcs labelled in P is a subset of V P V . An element (s; a; t) in G is an arc of source s, goal t and label a (s and t are vertices of G). We denote by Dom(G), Im(G) ?! G + denoted by u =) G or simply u =) if G is understood, is the existence of a path in G labelled u in P + . For any L in S, we denote by s L =) t that there exists u in L such that s u =) t. The trace (or set of path labels) L(G; E; F) of G from a set E to a set F is the following subset of P + : L(G; E; F) := fu 2 S j 9 s 2 E; 9 t 2 F; s u =) G t g
Given P S, a P-automaton A is a P-graph G whose vertices are called states, with an initial state i and a subset F of nal states; the automaton recognizes subset L(A) of P + : L(A) := L(G; fig; F ). An automaton is nite (resp. deterministic, complete) if its graph is nite (resp. deterministic, complete). This allows to state a standard result for rational subsets.
Proposition 2.3. Given a subset P of a partial semigroup S, Rat(P + ) is (i) the smallest subset of 2 S containing ; and fag for each a 2 P, and closed for ; ; + (ii) the set of subsets recognized by nite P-automata, (iii) the set of subsets recognized by nite and deterministic P-automata.
We simply translated the standards de nitions of rational subsets of monoids given for example in Be 79]. An interesting example of a partial semigroup is the subject of these lines: the set of arcs (labelled with an element of a nite set) between elements of a free monoid is a partial semigroup; its rational subsets are the rational graphs.
Partial semigroups and graphs
In this section, we will consider an important example of partial semigroup: the set of rational graphs. So consider an arbitrary nite set X and denote X its associated free monoid. We will consider graphs as subsets of X A X (the set of graphs over X with arcs labelled in A). For convenience, set 2 X A X is denoted G A (X ). Now, with (u; a i ; v) i (u 0 ; a i ; v 0 ) = (u u 0 ; a i ; v v 0 ), set X fa i g X (a i in A) is a monoid. As stated in Example 2.1 the union of these monoids (namely X A X ) is a partial semigroup. We denote by the operation in X A X (which is i for each X fa i g X ).
Remark: this operation for graphs is indeed, similar to the synchronization product for transition systems de ned by Nivat and Arnold in AN 88]. We are now able to de ne the set of rational graphs.
De nition 2.4. The set of rational graphs, denoted Rat(X A X ) is the family of rational subsets of X A X .
Let us now recall that a transducer is a nite automaton over pairs (see for example Au 88] Be 79]). A rational relation (i.e., a rational subset of X X ) is recognized by a rational transducer. There is a strong relationship between rational graphs and rational relations and to characterize the family of rational graphs in a more practical way we will use labelled transducers.
De nition 2.5. A labelled transducer T = hQ; I; F; E; Li over X, is composed of a nite set of states Q, a set of initial states I Q, a set of nal states F Q, a nite set of transitions (or edges) E Q X X Q and an application L from F into 2 A .
Like for P-graphs, transition (p; u; v; q) ?! G , which is also a rational relation. Naturally we denote by Each vertex of the generated graph correspond to a marking of the Petri net. Each arc of the graph represents that a transition has been red.
Some results for rational graphs
This section will introduce results for this family of graphs. Some of these results are just a reformulation of known results over rational relations. Others are simple facts on these graphs and their boundary. The rst fact is that this family is an extension of previous families. Simply recall that every pre x-recognizable graph ( In other words the only cycles labelled on the left ", are labelled on the right ".
Remark: naturally this proposition can be translated to characterize the graphs of nite in-degree, by simply replacing right by left and vice-versa.
Proposition 2.11. Every rational graph is recursive: it is decidable whether an arc (u; d; v) belongs to a rational graph.
Theorem 2.12. It is decidable whether a rational graph is deterministic (from its transducer).
Proposition 2.13. The inclusion and equality of deterministic rational graphs is decidable. Remark: unfortunately this result ceases to be true for general rational graphs ( Be 79] Theorem 8.4, page 90). We have already seen that the second order monadic theory of these graphs is undecidable in general. We will now see that it is also the case for the rst order theory.
Proposition 2.14. The rst order theory of rational graphs is undecidable.
Proof. We will prove this proposition by reducing Post's correspondence problem (P.C.P.) to this problem. Let us recall the P.C.P.: given an alphabet X and (u 0 ; v 0 ), (u 1 ; v 1 ),..., (u n ; v n ) elements of X X . Does there exist a sequence Proof. Once again, we use P.C.P. Using the same notations as earlier de ne a (word) rewriting system G, using two new symbols # and $, in the following way: Answering the last question would allow P.C.P. to be solved in the general case which is a contradiction. Therefore accessibility is undecidable for the rational graphs in general.
u t
Remark: the transitive closure of a rational graph is, at least, une ective. If this construction were e ective and rational, then accessibility for rational graph would be decidable. Now we will see a case where accessibility is decidable for rational graphs. A transducer T is increasing if every pair (u; v) recognized by T is such that the length of v (denoted by jvj) is greater or equal to the length of u : jvj > juj. Proposition 2.16. The accessibility is decidable for any rational graph with an increasing transducer.
Proof. Let us denote by T 6n (u) following set: T 6n (u) := S n i=0 T i (u). For all n 2 N this set is rational. Now, let G be a rational graph generated by an increasing transducer T and let u and v be two vertices of G. Let us put n 0 = jfw 2 X j juj 6 jwj 6 jvjgj = jXj juj + + jXj jvj . Vertex v is accessible from u if and only if v belongs to T 6n0 (u). Thus accessibility is decidable for rational graphs with an increasing transducer.
u t
We now give a technical Lemma that allows the construction of a graph that is not structurally rational.
Lemma 2.17. Let G be a rational graph of nite out-degree. There exists two integers p and q such that for every (s; a; t) 2 G we have jtj 6 p:jsj + q Example 2.18. Consider an in nite tree in X A X such that every vertex of depth n has 2 2 2 n sons. This tree is not strucurally rational, in other words whatever name are given to its vertices this graph is never a rational graph. This is a direct consequence of previous lemma: say n is the length of the root, there are at most jXj (np l +p l?1 q+ +q) vertices of depth l.
Despite these results the transducers are not able to capture the structure of rational graphs. For example, this transducer: The connected component of the empty word, ", is a straight-line. It is \up to isomorphism" obviously rational, but as a sub-graph of this graph, it is not rational (its vertices form a context-free language). Therefore we need an external (\up to isomorphism") characterization of these graphs. This is the subject of the next section.
An external characterization
In this section, we will characterize rational graphs using inverse linear substitutions. Labelled transducers are an internal representation of rational graphs, it clearly depends on the name of the vertices. But often in graph theory, the name of the vertices is not relevant, it carries no information. An external characterization, like the graph grammars for equational graphs, produces graphs without giving names for vertices. It only gives the structure of the graph. Inverse linear substitution is an external characterization of rational graphs.
Graph isomorphism
An external characterization of rational graphs is given \up to isomorphism". Two isomorphic graphs have the same structure: they are the same up to a renaming of the vertices. Now let us consider the equivalence ( ) generated by graph isomorphism: we say that G 1 is equivalent to G 2 (denoted G 1 G 2 ) if G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic. This equivalence relation provides us with a partition of G A (X ) denoted Graph A := G A (X )= . This allows the introduction of the set of structural rational graphs:
This set is the set of graphs that are isomorphic to some rational graph.
Set Graph A (and GRat A ) does not depend on the choice of set X, therefore we can choose X to be any two letters alphabet with no loss of generality.
Lemma 3.1. For all subset X 0 (with at least two elements) of X and all class G] of Graph A (= G A (X )= ) there exists G 0 in G A (X 0 ) such that G 0 2 G] .
We now have to characterize the structure of GRat A . This is the goal of the next section.
Substitution
Recall the de nition of the pre x-recognizable graphs (family REC Rat ). This family has been de ned as the set of graphs obtained from the complete binary tree by inverse rational substitution, followed by rational restriction. We will use the same process (actually a linear context-free substitution) to obtain the family of rational graphs.
A substitution over a free monoid X is a morphism ' : A ! 2 X , which associates to each letter in A a language in X . Our purpose is to study graphs, starting from the complete binary tree ( ) labelled X = fA; Bg. 
Given a language L, we de ne now L = fs j r L =) sg. It allows us to consider the graph ' ?1 ( ) jL : it is the image of the complete binary tree by an inverse substitution followed by a restriction; if L is rational, we say a rational restriction. Now, it is well know that there is a close relationship between linear languages and rational relations (a linear language is a context-free language generated by a grammar with only, at most, one non-terminal on the right hand side of each rule). And indeed, if we denote the set of linear languages over the alphabet X X by Lin(X X), we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. The set GRat A is a subset of the family of the graphs obtained from the complete binary tree ( ) by an inverse linear substitution, followed by a rational restriction:
GRat A f ' ?1 ( ) jL ] j 8d 2 A; '(d) 2 Lin(X X)^L 2 Rat(X)g Proof (Sketch). We rst transform the transducer generating the graph (G) so that each vertex begins with the same pre x. Then we produce linear languages The converse of this result would help us to grab the structure of rational graphs. Unfortunately it is not obvious. Actually the following example illustrate the di culty of the naive converse of Proposition 3.3.
Example 3.4. Consider '(a) = fBBA n B n j n 2 Ng, it is a linear substitution.
Consider L = BA B and the graph G = ' ?1 ( ) jL . Structurally, graph G is rational (it is the star). But the graph naturally associated to G (according to '(a) and L) is G 0 = f(B; a; BA n B n )j n 2 Ng, which is not rational.
So there is a deep isomorphism problem to get the converse. Actually, we will try to inject rationality in the \linear language" to achieve a complete characterization of rational graphs.
A natural way to introduce rationality into Lin(X X) would be to impose the projections over barred and non-barred letters to be rational. The next example shows that again, things are not so nice.
Example 3.5. Consider '(a) = fABBA n B m j n > mg fBBA n B m j m > ng ' is a linear substitution. Moreover it has rational projections over barred and non-barred letters. Consider L = BA B and the graph G = ' ?1 ( ) jL .
